EXECUTIVE ORDER
Re-opening of Parks and Playgrounds

WHEREAS; The Seneca Nation is responsible for the health, safety, and well-being of our members, residents and visitors and is taking precautions to reduce the spread of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) in our communities, and

WHEREAS; The President of the Seneca Nation is empowered to take executive action when necessary to carry out these responsibilities, and

WHEREAS; On June 5, 2020, a second revision to the Stay at Home Order was put in place whereby the Seneca Nation adopted several rules aimed at reducing the transmission of COVID-19, including, “Due to the difficulty in monitoring utilization and sanitizing equipment, parks and playgrounds shall remain closed to the public until further notice” and

WHEREAS; The Seneca Nation now deems it appropriate to allow parks and playgrounds to re-open on the Territories so long as proper social distancing protocols are observed.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, by Executive Order of the President of the Seneca Nation that the second revision of the Executive Order (“Stay at Home Order”) is amended to include the opening of parks and playgrounds so long as proper social distancing protocols are enforced and adult supervision with self-sanitation is utilized. Effective immediately.

Dated: June 19, 2020

Rickey L. Armstrong, Sr., President
SENeca NATION OF INDIANS